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11.0 INTRODUCTION
This report contains a description and user's guide of the
computer program developed at VPI&SU under the NASA contract NAS9-15091.
The major goal of t1iis c ,%1tract was the development of a FORTRAN com-
puter program to simulate the dynamics of the 11ASA-DELCO ,Electro-
mechanical Actuator for aerospace applications. The program developed
under this contract had to meet the following criteria:
1. Adequate accounting of the effects of the stator
phase currents on the permanent magnets of the
rotor.
2. Reasonably accurate simulation of the voltage
and current waveforms present in the power con-
ditioner network during the motoring, regenera-
tive braking, and plugging modes of operation.
Such accuracy requires;
a) Accounting for the major component non-
linearities such as the coupling or
chopper inductor saturation and the diode
and transistor nonlinearities,
and b) inclusion of the machine nonlinearities
(see item 1 above).
3. Reasonably accurate simulation of the overall EMA
servo loop during a step response. This requires
the inclusion of all major nonlinearities such as
machine velocity saturation, machine torque limiting,
etc.
These requirements have all been met by the computer model
developed under this contract. The derivation of this model is developed
in detail in the first volume of this report.
1
22.0 MODEL DEVELOPMENT
'I%e four channel EM actuator shown In Figure (2-1) is usually
operated with two machines or channels active while the cther machines
are braked. Therefore, one needs to consider only two channels at a
ti=e in the modeling process. These two channels do not operate inde-
pendently of each other because of the velocity correction controller
which keeps both machines running at approximately the same speed.
Since both channels operate under very similar conditions it
was decided to model the one and two machine modes based upon the
single channel mechanization diagram shown in Figure (2-2). Under
this assumption the velocity correction signal shown in this diagram
would always be zero. Figure (2-3) shows essentially the same
mechanization diagram with the addition of the blocks representing
the rotating masses. The differentiation betwcen.one and two channel
operation is provided by the fictitious gear ratio NX. When only
one machine is operating NX equals 2 since the machine has to rotate
through twice the angular displacement when compared with the normal
two machine mode. With two machines operating NX is reduced to 1.
Closer inspection of this diagram reveals that there are
essentially three basic components to this one and two channel model.
They are:
1. The power conditioner and machine
2. The velocity correction loop
3. The position correction-mechanical loop
Notice that these components have been listed in order of ascending
time constants. A schematic of the power conditioner and machine
Y
network (item 1) is given in Figure (2-4). The electrical ,model is
shown iz Figure (2-5). Figure (2-6) displays the various components
of the EMA which make up the system of rotating masses.
The models for each of the M4A components are derived in the
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PON"ER CONDITIONER AND MACEINE NETWORK STATE EQUATIONS
The state equations of the power conditioner and machine network can
be written as follows:
Y a=
-n
A x+ B	 u
-n -n	 -n -^n
where An = Fa 1	 Gn
4
i
^^ Bn =Fnl •fini
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The coefficients C=1, C12, — C34 in matrix [Gn] relate the branch
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or in symbolic form:
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or in symbolic form:
is =A x +B u





3.0 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION i
A program was written in FORTRAN to solve numerically the
state equations of the three subsystems presented in the previous
chapter. Since the time constzats for these three components vary
widely, it was decided to integrate each one of these Loops indepen-
dantlF. For example, the mechanical
-position loop which varies the
slowest would be integrated first. The velocity loop which has the
next smallest time step would then be integrated NINT2 times for
each of the NINT1 time steps of the mechanical-position loop. The
velocity loop integrations use linear interpolation on the old and
new state vectors of the mechanical loop in order to generate the
inputs . PE and RVEL. The same is true for the power conditioner and
machine network. In this case, there are NINT3 integrations per
velocity loop integration. This scheme eliminates having to
integrate all 14 state variables at a rate determined by the smallest
time step. The relationship between the three separate integration
loops is given in the following a:ample:
1) Let WINTI - 3
NINT2 - 2
NINT3 - 2
and ^SUET as 10 us
2) Then TSVLP - NINT3*TSNET - 20 us
and TSMLP = NINT2*TSVLP - 40 us
z^
rl 1.
3) Based upon this example, the relationship between the
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In order to allow come flexibility in the computer simulations
it was decided to have three different modes of program execution.





network only. The other two modes include the entire servo loop
but wtth a simple machine model, for PGMODE - 2 and a detailed model
`	 for PGMODE - 3. A flow chart of the overall logic flow of this pro-





PROGRAM MODE 1 (PGMODE . 1)
This mode is characterized by the following:
1. Fourth orier machine and power conditioner model.
2. Constant machine speed (i.e., there are no mechanical loop
integrations)
3. Constant torque (current) command (i.e., there are no velocity
loop integrations)
Typical Applicatious
This mode is useful when it is desired to examine the behavior
of the power conditioner and machine network at a specified speed,
torque command and mode of operation (i.e., motoring, regenerative
braking, and plugging). Total simulation time is generally below
10 ms (EMA time) which corresponds to 1000 integrations with a time





PROGRAM MODE 2 (PG-MODE = 2)
This mode is characterized by the following:
1. Simple machine and power conditioner model consisting of:
a) machine torque, TM = KT * M, and
b) a machine speed characteristic which is clamped at
=WISAT (typically 9500 rpm)
2. Fifth order velocity loop model
3. rifth order mechanical loop model
Typical Applications
This mode is used to obtain the step response of the Mk with
.one or two machines operating. The use of the simple machine model
greatly reduces the total execution time and at the same time gives
excellent results when compared to test.
25
PROGRAM MODE 3 (PGMODE = 3)
This  mode is characterized by the following:
1. Fourth order machine and power conditioner model.
2. Fifth order velocity loop model.
3. Fifth order mechanical loop model.
Typical Applications
This mode is designed to obtain step responses of the EMA with
either one or two machines operational. The fourth order power con-
ditioner and machine model generates more accurate machine torques
which serve as inputs to the mechanical-position loop model. Typical
simulation times (ERA reference) are generally of the order of
40,000 integrations of the network state equations. This large number
of integrations is necessary because of the rapid response of the
power conditioner and machine model when compared with the velocity
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4.0 RUN PREPARATION
This chapter describes the steps in the preparation of the
input data cards for the EMA simulation program. T he input structure
has been designed to allow the execution of several cases per run.





ICASE = 2	 INPUT






	 SET # NCASESUN DATA
The total number of cases per run is given on the first data card
and is represented by the integer variable NCASES in the program
itself. The card sets which follow contain the input data for the
cases specified by NCASES. In the main program each individual
case is identified by the variable ICASE. The required variables
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DESCRIPTION OF INPUT DATA
1. NCASES - Number of simulations or cases per run
2. PGMODE - Program Mode
1. Machine Model Only - 4th Order
2. Complete EMA Model - 10th Order
PGMODE _	 (Simple Machine Model)
3. Complete EMA Model - 14th Order
(Detailed Machine Model)
3. IOMODE - Printing control
0 Do not print results of integrations
IOMODE
	
1 Print results of every integration
0
0
N Print results of every Nth integration
4. IDISK - Disk storage control
0 Do not load integration data on disk
IDISK
	
1 Load aspecified data for each integration on disk
0
0
N Load specified data for every Nth integration on disk
5. IPLT - Line printer plot control
IPLT '{ 0 Do not plot
l 1 Plot data stored on disk
6. NFLTS - Number of .Y--Y Plots (Excluding the plot of the logic signals)
7. IDX - Location in INDEX of the X variable for the X-Y Plots
IDX = NPLTS + 1
8. NPAGES - Number of pages per line printer plot
9. NVSTOR - Number of X-Y values stored on,'disk
NVSTOR = NPLTS + 1
10. INDEX - Vector which contains the ID numbers of the X Y variables
to be stored on disk. The ID numbers of the Y variables
come first. The ID number of the X variable is placed
ionediately following the last Y variable. (See list





11. NINT3 - Number of Network Integrations:
PGMODE - 1 - Total Number of Network Integrations
IF	 PGMODE - 2 - NINT3 - 0
PGMODE - 3 - Total Number of Netwcrk Integrations
per Velocity Loop Integration.
12. NTERMS - Control of the transition matrix calculation for the
Network model
0 Use the error tolerance ETNET to control
NTERMS =
	 PHI and THETA
>1 Number of terms for PHI and THETA
13. TSNET - Network integration time step (seconds)
5 us < TSNET < 20 us
14. ETNET - Maximum allowed difference in the last two terms of
PHI for the PC-Machine Network
15. SHIFT - Commutation Switch Control (mech. rad.)
16. ITOL - Machine Line Current Tolerance (amps)
17. KT - Machine Torque Constant (nt - m/amp)
18. SAMPLE - Chopper Inductance Control
0 Linear Case: Do not update inductance
SAMPLE	 of the chopper inductance0 < SAMPLE < 1 e.g. SAMPLE = 0.5: Update
Chopper inductance in 5%
increments
19. XSV(1) ••• XSV(4) - Power Conditioner and Machine Network State
Variables
20. E4 - Supply Battery Voltage (volts)
21. RDI... RDM - On resistances of diodes D1 - DM (ohms)
22. ROFF - Equivalent resistance of a cut off diode or transistor (ohms)
23. RQ1•••RQM - On resistances of transistors Ql - QM (ohms)
24. L1, L3, L4
,
- Leakage inductances of phases a, b, and c respectively.
(Henries)
25. R10 - Battery Resistance (Ohms)
35
26. R3 - Chopper Inductor Resistance (ohms)
27. L2 - Chopper Inductor Inductance (henries)
(Maximum Value)
28. C1 - Capacitance of Filter Capacitor
(farads)
29. NBCHS - Number of Network Branches
30. NTWIGS - Number of Network Twigs
31. NLINKS - Number of Links
32. NLTWIG - Number of Twig Voltage Sources
33. NCTWIG - Number of Twig Capacitors
r
34. NRTWIG - Number of Twig Resistors
35. NLTWIG - Number of Twig Inductors
30. NCLINK - Number of Link Capacitors
37. NRLINK - Number of Link Resistors
38. NLLINK - Number of Link Inductors
39. NDPTS - Numbei of data points in the curve of the chopper
incremental inductance
40. XI(1) ••• XI(NDPTS) - X-values of the chopper incremental inductance
curve (amps)
41. FXI(1) • - • FXI(NDPTS) - Y-values of the chopper incremental inductance
curve (henries)
42. NINT2 - Number of velocity loop integrations per mechanical-
position loop integration
IF PGMODE = 1, NINT2 = 0
43. h'TERM2 - Control of the transition matrix calculation for the
velocity loop model
0 Use the error tolerance ETVLP
NTF.RM2	 to control PHIV and THETAV
>1 Number of terms for PHIV and THETAV
44. TSVLP - Time step of the velocity loop (seconds)







45. ETVLP - Maximum allowed difference in the last two terms of
PHIV for the velocity loop model
46. TAU1 - Pcsition error amplifier time constant (seconds)
47. TAU2 - Velocity error FB amplifier time constant (second3)
'•8. KE - Velocity error amplifier gain
` 49. KRL - Current error integrator gain
50. KV - Velocity FB amplifier gain
(amps/rotor radian/sec)
51. VHI - Maximum (+) rotor velocity during plugging (radians/sec)
N 32. VLO - Maximum (-) rotor velocity during plugging (radians/sec)
s'
r
53. F1Y1 - Maximum plugging current divided by 5
54. F1Y2 - Maximum non-plugging current divided by 5
55. F2Y - Current rate limiter Y-coordinate (machir_ amps/5)
56. F2X - Current rate limiter X-coordinate (machine amps/5)
57. %'V(1) - ICMD%5
58. XV(2) - ICMDI/5
IF PGMODE
	
1	 Set XV(2) equal to the desired machine
line current divided by 5
59. %V(3) - Velocity FB-Loop Output
60. XVO - IC:IDL/5
61. XV(5) - Current Rate Limiter Output
(machine amps * .0005277/sec)
62. NMACH - Number of machines active (1 or 2)
63. NINT1 - Number of integrations of the mechanical-position loop
64. NTERMI - Control of the transition matrix calculation for the
mechanical-position loop model
0	 Use the error tolerance ETMLP
NTERMI
	
to control PHIM and THETAM
>1	 Number of terms for PHIM and THETAM
i
37
65. TSMLP - Time step of " the mechanical-position loop. (seconds)
66. E"I'MLP - Maximum allowed difference in the last two terms of PHIM
for the mechanical-position loops
67. TAU3 - Position error amplifier time constant (seconds)
68. DC - Deflec=ion command (flap degrees)
69. WISAT - Rotor velccity limit (rotor radians/sec)
Applies to PGMODE 2 only
70. JM - Machine and reflected gear inertia (kg - m`)
71. JF - Flap inertia (kg - m-)
72. BF - Flap viscous damping coefficient (nt - m/flap rad/sec)
73. KACT - Actuator mount stiffness (nt - m/EMA output rad)
74. KF - Flap Stiffness Coefficient (nt - m/flap rad)
75. KP - Position. FB-Loop Gain (deg/rad)
76. KERR - Position error amplifier gain
(machine , amps/5/degree flap)
77. N1 - Gear ratio
78. NN2 - Gear ratio
79. N3 - Gear ratio
80. x21(1) - Rotor velocity (rad/sec)
81. Y21(2) - EMA Reaction Torque (nt - m)
62. :011(3) - Flap Velocity (rad/sec)
83. :M(4) - Flap Position (radians)
84. 101(5) - Amplified Position Error Signal (machine amps/5)
85. XLAB(1)••• XL U(10) - Contains the x-axis label for plots
(40 characters max)
86. YLAB(1)... YLAB(10) - Contains the y -axis label for plots
(40 characters max)




INPUT DATA FC FLAMT
The input data is read from 80 column computer cards. The formats
for each variable are designated as :Follows:
VAR	 Variable Name
1	 110
This specifies the format
code (I10 in this case)
Starting column of the 1-0 column field
corresponding to format I10
The placement of integer, real single precision, real double precision
and character data is described by the examples given below.
Integer data Input Format: I10
e.g. IV R = 10	 and
	 1 I10




*RIGHT HAND JUSTIFY ALL INTEGER DATA
Real Single Precision Data 	 input Format E14.7
e.g. RVAR = 10.	 and	 1 EZ4.7
	
1 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 9 10 11 Z.2 13 14	 80
Form 1:	  0 •^ • T,
The 10. can be placed anywhere wi thin the 14 spaces
Form 2:
*Notice the exponent El must be right hand ,justified.
Real Double Precision Data	 Input Format D1/A.7
e.g. DVAR = 10-DO	 (i.e. 10) and 11_1 D14.7
r^
*Notice the exponent D1 must be right hand justified.
E39
Character Data	 Input Format 10A4
e.g. PLOT TITLE	 and	 1 10A4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ••• 40 •••
	 80
P JL 10 IT I	 I T I I	 T I L I E 1 •••
*Notice that character data is left hand justified.
40








11f	 110 lill	 ''110 1211 110	 31 110
3. (SKIP IF DISK - 0)
NPLTS	 IDX	 NPAGES	 NVSTOR
1Q- 110 111 110 i2ll	 110 1311	 I10
4. (SKIP IF DISK -= 0)
TM'nVYf ? 1 ...
5. NINT3
	 NTERMS
ii I10 1111 Ii0
6. TTNET
	 ETNET	 SHIFT	 ITOL
	 KT
7. SAMPLE
Ill El • 71
8. XSV(1)	 XSV(2)	 XSV(3)	 XSV(4)
Ill D14.7 1151 D14.7	 4.7	 14
9. E4
Ill E14.7
10. RD1	 RD2	 RD3	 RD4	 RD5
ill	 E14. 7	 1151E14.7 [291	 E14.7 1431	 E14.7 1571
	 E14.7
11. RD6	 RDR	 RDB	 RDM	 ROgF




13. P.Q6 RQB R M
E.14.
14. Ll L3 L4
e '	E.L	 . 7 E14. 7
	
1291E14. i
15. R10 R3 L•2	 Cl
E14.7 1151 E14. i	 1291	 E14. 7	 43
16. NBCHS NTWIGS MLTWWR	 Mriwirc
NCI.INK	 NRLINK
	 NLLINK





	 XI(3)	 XI ( 5






Ill Ilu fill Tim
21. TSVLP	 ETVLP	 TAM	 TAU2	 KE
	
Ili E14.7 1151E14. 7
	 12-9T E14.7 ;431 E14.7 1571 E14.7










14.7 15	 E14. 7
24. F2Y F2X
.1 1151	 E147M
25. W(l) XC(2) XV(3) XV(4) XV(5)
111	 E.1 . 7 115	 D14.7 1241D14.7 14 r31 214.7 H l	 Dt4_
26. MACH NItiTl
	 NTERMI
Ill	 I10 1111	 I10	 1211 T10	 1
27. TSMLP ETMLP TAU3 DC VMSAT
1	 E14.7 1151	 E14. 7 1291	 E14. 7
28. :M JF BF KACT KF
Ill	 E14.7 1151	 E14.7 1291	 E14.7 1431	 E14.7 1371
	 E14. 7 i
29. Wl) XM(2) XM(3) XM(4) M,15)
30. (SKIP IF IDISK = 0 .OR. IPLT = 0)
(XLAB(I), I = 1, 10)
10A4
31. (SKIP IF IDISK = 0 .OR. IPLT = 0)











STORAGE OF PLOT DATA ON DISK
Ul data which is to be plotted is first stored on a temporary
disk file inorder to reduce the core requirements of the program.
This data is loaded onto aisk using the following formats:
1. :E14.7	 (Real data)
2. 80L1	 (Logical Variables)
The unit number of this temporary disk file at VPI is 8. If this
unit number is different at the USER's installation then the following





all statements of the form
REWIND8 and
WRITE (8,	 )
must be changed to the unit number valid at that
installation.
For example if the unit number is 9 then these become:
REWIND9
WRITE (9, FORMAT #)




plot vectors which presently have a dimension of 1001 words. This
corresponds to the data produced by 1000 integrations (i.e. Initial
Conditions + 1000 integrations). If more than a 1000 integrations
G
are contemplated then some of the data must be skipped. This is
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IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS FOR VARIABLES WHICH MAY RE STORED ON THE
TEMPORARY DISK KLE
(THESE ID NUMBERS ARE LOADED INTO THE VECTOR INDEX)
In addition to these ID numbers, each variable also has a restriction




1	 Not available for PG140DE - 1
2	 Not available for PGMODE - 2
3	 Not available for PC-MODE - 3
4	 Not presently available
3	 Do not plot or store on disk (meaningless)
The ID numbers and restriction codes for each variable are listed
sequentially starting on the following page.
The loading of the variables identified in INDEX on to the temporary
disk file is accomplished by SUBROUTINE-PDATA.
14q.Ak ^ .. ..-^y^:nae•--
	
_..	 ..	 _	 .. -^: - ^- -. ..., ^ -^- ----..-. -^	 ^....—..-	
.r --^--- •—
	
—c a .+eau'r:^ ^.,rybiaviy:u+:i.W
}y
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VARIABLE NAME ID NUMBER RESTRICTION CODE LOCATION
CIS, 1 2 COMMON/BLK1/
CIB 2 2 COMMON /BLKI /
CIC 3 2 COMMON/BLK1/
VA 4 2 COMMON/BLK1/
VB 5 2 COMMON/BLK1/
VC 6 2 COMMON/BLK1/
VAB 7 2 COMMON/BLK1/
VBC 8 2 COMMON/BLK1/
VCA 9 2 COM40N/BLK1/
PA 10 2 COMMON/BLK1/
PB :.1 2 COMMON/BLK1/
PC 12 2 COMN:ON/BLK1/
PCORE 13 0 COMMON/BLK1/
PUL 14 0 COMON /'3LK1 /
PTRM 15 2 COMMON/BLK1/
PSO 16 2 COMMON/BLK1/
PEM 17 2 COMMON/BLK1/
PGM 18 0 COMMON/BLK1/
PNM 19 0 COMMON /BLIU /
TEM 20 2 COMMON/BLK1/
TM 21 2 COMMON/BLK1/
RRANG 22 2 COMON/BLK6 /
RANG 23 0 COMMON/BLK6/
RVEL 24 0 COMMON/BLK6/
RACEL 25 4 COMMON/BLK6/
IC.MmL 26 0 COMON/BLK7 /
IC11111 27 0 COMMON/BLKJ/
IMC 28 0 COMMON/BLK7/
Lei 29 0 COMMON/BLK7/
05"
46




BOC(1)	 30	 2	 COMMON/BLK12/
BOL, ( 2) al 2 COMMON/BLK12/
BOC(3) 32 2 COMMON/BLK12/
DGAP(1) 33 2 COMMON/BLK12/
BGAP(2; 34 2 COMMON/BLK12/
BGAP(3) 35 2 COMMON/BLK12/
FS(1) 36 2 COMMON/BLK12/
FS(2) 37 2 COMMON/BLK12/
FS(3) 38 2 COMMON/BLK12/
FM(1) 39 2 COPIMON/BLK12/
FK(2) 40 2 COMMON/BLK12/
FM(3) 41 2 COMMON/BLK12/
FG(1) 42 2 COMON/BLK12/
FG(2) 43 2 COI4 CiN/BLK12/
FG(3) 44 2 COMMON/BLK12/
HM(1) 45 2 COMMON/BLK12/
HM(2) 46 2 COMMON/BLK12/
HM(3) 47 2 COMMON/BLK12/
HG(1) 48 2 COMMON/BLK12/
HG(2) 49 2 COMMON/BLK12/
HG(3) 50 2 COMMON/BLK12/
LMV(1) 51' 2 COM40N/BLK12/
LMV(2) 52 2 COMMON/BLK12/
L►ti'V (3) 53 2 COMMON/BLK12 /
LGV(1) 54 2 COMMON/BLK12/
LG-V(2) 55 2 COMMON/BLK12/
LGV(3) 56 2 COMMON/BLK12/
Ff	 ,..''t'IP'A.^T iC6.w 41'w.. e. .-'^S•Rit•^dpa'P*Yn.'^..
	
_	 ...	 _	 .. .-	 - ..
	





VARIABLE NAME ID NUMBER RESTRICTION CODE LOCATION
QLCSS (1) 57 2 COMMON/3LK13/
(2) 58 2 COM- ON/BLK13/
(3) 59 2 COMMON/BLK13/
(4) 60 2 COMMON/BLK13/
(5) 61 2 COMMON/BLK13/
(6) 62 2 COMMON/BLK13/
(7) 63 2 CODIMON/BLK13/
(8) 64 2 COITION/BLK13/
DLOSS (1) 65 2 C0MMON/BLK13/
(2) 66 2 COMMON/BLK13/
(3) 67 2 COIIMON/BLK13/
(4) 68 2 COM40N/BLK13/
(5) 69 2 COIrL'rlON/BLF13/
(6) 70 2 COMMON/BLK13/
(7) 71 2 COMMON/BLK13/
(8) 72 2 COMMON/BLK13/
(9) 73 2 COMMON/BUU3/
PELOSS 74 2 COMMON/BLK13/
FANG 75 1 COMMON/BLK28/
PE 76 1 COMMON/BLK28/
a	 VE 77 1 COMMON/BLK28/
TACT 78 1 COMMON/BLK28/
b
r	 TIME 79 0 COMMON/BLK27/
tea.
,. M BLS l7f?^LY;'r^.i^T: .'qtr+zaY3i«e,..._. 	 ..
't








f VARIABLE TIMS ID NUMBER RESTRICTION CODE LOCATION
BCHCUR	 (1) 201 2 COMON/BLK2/k.
. (^) 202 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(3) 203 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(4) 204 2 COMMON/BLK2%
(5) 205 2 COMON/BLK2/
v (6) 206 2 CCMMON/BLK2/
(7) 207 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(8) 208 2 COMON/BLK.2/
(9) 209 2 COM40N/BLK2/
(10) 210 2 COP4MON/BLK2/
(11) 211 2 COMMON/3LK2/
(12) 212 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(13) 213 2 COM.rION/BLK2/
(14) 214 2 COWiON/BLK2/
(15) 215 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(16)__ 216 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(17) 217 2 COMMON/BLK2/
b
(18) 218 2 COMON /rLK2/
(19) 219 2 COMMON/BLK2)
(20) 220 2 COMMMON/BLK2/
(21) 221 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(22) 222 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(23) 223 2 COMMON/BLK2/
BCHEMF	 (1) 224 2 COMMON/BLK2/
y (2) 225 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(3) 226 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(4) 227 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(5) 228 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(6) 229 2 CODfMON/BLK2/
(7) 230 2 COMMON/BLK2/
F
(8) 231 2 COMMON/BLK2/
y,




VARIABLE NAME ID NMIBER RESTRICTION CODE LOCATION
BCHEMF (9) 232 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(10) 233 2 COMMON/BLK2/
( 1) 234 2 CO',!24ON/BLK2/
(12) 235 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(13) 236 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(14) 237 2 COM40N/BLK2/
(15) 238 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(16) - 239 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(17) 240 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(18) 241 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(19) 242 2 COt4MON/BLK2/
(20) 243 2 COMMON/BLK2!
(21) 244 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(22) 245 2 COMMONi'BLK2/
(23) 246 2 COMMON/,BLK2/
BCHPOW (1) 247 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(2) 248 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(3) 249 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(4) 250 2 COLON/BLK2/
(5) 251 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(6) 252 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(7) 253 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(8) 254 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(9) 255 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(10) 256 2 COMION/BLK2/
(11) 257 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(12) 258 2 COMMON/BL-V,2/
(13) 259 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(14) 260 2 COMMON/BLK2/
(15) 261 2 C014MON/BLK2/
(16) 262 2 COMMON/BLK2/
•	 1
VARIABLE NAIL ID NUMBER RESTRICTION CODE LOCATION
BCHPOW(17) 263 2 C0101ON/BLK21'
(18) 264 2 COITION/BLK2/
(19) 265 2 COI0fON/BLK2/
(20) 266 2 COMMON/BL-K2/
( 21) 267 2 COIO[ON/BLK2/
(22) 268 2 COMMON/BLvl/
(23) 269 2 COMMON/BLK2/
:SV(1) 270 2 COMMON/ BLK15/
XSV(2) 271 2 COMMON;BLK15/
3SV(3) 272 2 COMMON/BLK15/
XSV(4) 273 2 COM40N/BLK15/
U(1) 274 2 C0NMON/BLK15/
U(2) 275 2 COMMON/BLK15/
U(3) 276 2 COMM' ON/BLIU5/
U(4) 277 2 COMMON/BLK15/
YSVDOT(1) 278 2 COMMON/BLK15/
XSITDOT(2) 279 2 COMON/ BLK15/
XSVDOT (3) 280 2 cort^toN / BL' K15 /
XSVDOT(4) 281 2 COMMON/BI.K15/
.iV(1) 282 1 COMMON/BLK17/
(2) 283 1 COMMON/BLK17/
(3) 284 1 COMMON/BLK17/
(4) 285 1 DO NOT COMMON/BLK17/
USE THESE
(5) 286 1 UNLESS COMMON/BLK17/
LTV(l) 287 1 2=1
NAND
K1COMMON/BL7/
(2) 288 1 NINT3-1 COMMON/BLK17/
(3) 289 1 COMMON/BLK17/
(4) 290 1 COMMON/BLK17/
(5) 291 1 1 COMMON/BLK17/
VARIABLE NAME ID NIMER RESTRICTION CODE LOCATION
.XVOLD(l) 292 5 COMMON/BLK17/
(2) 293 5 COMMON/BLK!7/
(3) 294 5 COMM.ON/BLK!7/
(4) 295 5 COMMON/3LK!7/
(5) 296 5 COMCN/BLV17/
UVOLD(l) 297 4 COMON/BLY17/
(2) 298 4 CGl*fON/BLK17/
(3) 299 4 COMMON/BLK17/
(4) 300 4 COMMON/BLK17/
(5)5) 301 4 COMMON/BLK17/
XVI(l) 302 1 CnMMON/BLK17/
(2) 303 1 COIMON/P-LK17/
(3) 304 1 COMMON/BLK17/
(4) 305 1 COl*lON/BLK17/
(5) 306 1 COMMON/BLK17/
UVIM 307 4 COMMON/BLK17/
(2) 308 4 COMMONIBLK171
(3) 309 4 COMMON/BLK17/
( A ) 310 4 COMMON/BLK171/
(5) 311 4 COMMON/BLK17/
XH(l) 312 1 COMMON/BLK20/
(2) 313 1 COMMONIBLK201
(3) 314 1 CO.MMON/BLK20/
(4) 315 DO NOT 1 COMMON/BLK20/USE THESE
(5) 316 UNLESS 1 CObfMON/BLK2O/
UM(l) 317 NINT2-1 1 COMMON/BLK20/AND
(2) 318 NINT3-1 1 COMMON/BLK20/
(3) 319 1 COMMON/BLK20/
(4) 320 1 COMMON/BLK20/
(5) 321 1 COMMON/BLK20/
VARIABLE NAME ID NUMBER RESTRICTION CODE LOCATION
XHOLD(1) 322 5 COMMON/BLK20/
(2) 323 5 COMMON/BUN/
(3) 324 5 COMMON/BLK20/
(4) 325 5 COMMON/BLK20/
(5) 326 5 COMMON/BLK20/
UMOLD(1) 327 4 COMMON/BLK20/
(2) 325 4 COMMON/BLK20%
(3) 329 4 COMMON/BLK20/
(4) 330 4 COMMON/BLK20/
(5) 331 4 COMMON/BLK20/
XHI(1) 332 1 COMMON/BLK20/
(2) 333 1 COMON /BLK20/
(3) 334 1 COMMON/BLK20/
(4) 335 1 COMMON/BLK20/
(5) 336 1 COM4ON/BLK20/
UMI(i) 337 4 COMMON/BLK20/
(2) 338 4 COW-ONiBLK20/
(3) 339 4 COMMON/BLK20/
(4) 340 4 COMMON/BLK20/
(3) 341 4 COMMON/BLK20/
.33
Example:
Suppose one wishes to store on disk and later plot every 5th value of
TM, CIA, CIB, CI., FANG, AND RVEL
versus TIME and that PGMODE = 3. From the preceeding table of variable
ID numbers one obtains:
1. TM - ID # = 21
2. CIA - ID # 1
3. CIB - ID #	 2
4. CIC-ID#=3
5. FANG - ID # = 75
6. RVEL - ID # - 24
7. TIME-ID#=79
Since none of these variables have a restriction code number corresponding
to PGMODE - 3 the input data becomes:
IDISK = 5	 (stores every 5th value)
IPLT = 1	 (plot specified values)
NPLTS = 6	 (number of x-y plots)
IDX = 7	 (location of x variable in INDEX)***
***Always place the x variable ID # after the last y variable
in INDEX i. e. !DX = NVSTOR.
NVSTOR = 7 (Total number of variables stored NVSTOR - NPLTS + 1)
INDEX- 1211_ 1L7,2 ' 3 ! • 75 24 79
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